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Abstract
We study light scattering on single microdroplet of

suspension composed of SiO2 spherical inclusions (225 nm
radius) in ethylene glycol. Fano resonances were observed
during formation of inclusion’s surface on the wet object.
The phenomenon is interpreted as interference of single
scattering with multiple scattering on inclusions when
their distances approach light wavelength. The evolution
of effective surface pressure (isotherm) found from droplet
radius evolution shows that the Fano profile is coinciding
with the region of compression of inclusions being in a
state of surface gas.

1 Introduction
The resonance phenomenon is one of the most

fundamental physical phenomena present in all branches
of science. The efficiency of most modern optoelectronic
devices [e.g. 1] is based on different kinds of resonances.
Among few important notions of resonance phenomena,
the Fano resonance [2] – an overlap of constructive and
destructive interferences when narrow, discrete band
resonance coincide with broadband one [3] has been found
in plasmonic nanoparticles, photonic crystals, and
electromagnetic metamaterials [4].

The interference of narrow structures with broadband
one seems to be present and is observable in significant
part of photonics and especially in the scattering of light
on composite media [e.g. 5].

In diagnostics of all scale materials - micro and nano,
the propagation and scattering of light plays crucial role.
Metamaterials [6], layered materials [7], photonic crystals
[8] and generally materials with sophisticated effective
index of refraction [9] seem to be the future of
optoelectronics and photonics. The spectral efficiency of
these materials is often based on superposition of narrow-
band and broad band phenomena. This makes the Fano
type resonances an inherent part of such phenomena.

We observed Fano resonance in intensity of light
scattered on evaporating droplet, during the stage of
formation of surface layer formed by inclusions, when
scattering on separate inclusions transforms into scattering
on rough surface of aggregate.

2 Experiment and results
We investigated evaporation of microdroplet of glycol

solution of SiO2 standardized spherical inclusions. The
process of evaporation of liquid led to aggregation [10, 11]
of inclusions. Single droplets were trapped inside
stabilized electrodynamic trap [12, 13, 14].

The index of refraction of used glycols was comparable
with the index of inclusions, hence, inclusions scattered
light only when they were at the droplet surface.
Therefore, at the beginning of evaporation, the scattering
was just due to the scattering on the droplet. As
evaporation progresses, inclusions appear on the droplet
surface leading to scattering on aggregates of inclusions
[10, 11].

Figure 1 Experimental set-up.

Our experimental set-up allowed observing scattering
of two laser lights on freely levitating droplet of
suspension [12, 13]. We used red vertically (s) polarized
laser  light with the observation of vertically polarized
scattered light Ivv and red cross polarized light IVH; and
green horizontally (p) polarized laser  light with the
observation of horizontally polarized scattered light IHH

and green cross polarized light IHV.
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Figure 2 The intensities of scattered light IVV and IHH (top) and
cross-polarize IHV and IVH (bottom) together with fitted model.
Inset – observed scattering pattern for given time as function of
angle φ (vertical) and Θ. Left inset – interference fringes (t=0),
right –speckles seen at the end of evaporation.

The scattering intensities I (φ, Θ, t) were observed at an
angle Θ=9016.24 (azimuth) and φ=05.33 (elevation).
Their interference patterns (fringes) were fitted to Mie
theory to find droplet radius evolution, and then they
were integrated over angles of observation φ and Θ to
obtain time dependent signals IVV, IHH, IVH and IHV.
Additionally, measurements of droplet position
stabilization voltage was used to observe droplet mass
evolution [12] and made possible the determination of
droplet radius when speckled scattering on rough surface
excluded application of Mie theory.

Examples of time evolution of scattered light intensities
IVV and IHH and intensities of cross polarized scattered light
IVH and IHV together with fitted evolution are shown in the
Figure 2.

We simulate intensities of scattered light as sigmoid
(logistic) function of time B (t) (Figure 2, 3),

showing transition from one linear in time region
(described with P1(t) - scattering on droplet of liquid ca. 0-
15 s)) to the second linear in time region (P2(t)) – the
scattering on aggregate (beyond 25s). The additional
structure before (ca.17s) and after fast increase (ca. 20s) of

intensities IVV and IHH is described as the Fano profile
function F(t) added to B(t):

Figure 3 Fitted intensities IVV and IVH and the decomposition of
IVV on Fano profile and background  B(t) (gray).  The
experimental time evolution of droplet radius is shown for
comparison.

3 Fano resonance and surface isotherm
From evolution of droplet radius, the effective surface

pressure (activity) isotherm of surface layer of inclusions -
can be found [15, 11]. The surface pressure sp can be found
as the difference between surface tension of “pure” glycol
and surface tension of solution:

Where is droplet radius; .

We assumed that at the beginning of evaporation (t=t0) the
droplet was evaporating as droplet of pure liquid. For
slowly evaporating liquids like all glycols the humidity of
its vapor far from droplet is extremely low and can be
equated to 0.
Surface pressure starts to grow when scattering on
inclusions starts to be visible on polarization IVV or IHH (ca.
10 μm). The formation of surface seen as sudden increase
of intensity IVH (and IHV) due to the multiple scattering (8.7-
7.7 μm) is appearing when the phase transition surface
gas-liquid (region with “constant” pressure between gas
and liquid) is present.
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Figure 3 The surface pressure isotherm. Surface pressure
evolution as function of droplet radius. Fitted Intensity IVV and
Fano resonance part of IVV and IVH showing coincidence with
compression part of surface evolution.

Then the succeeding formation of less compressible
state of surface liquid is seen in cross polarized light (here
IVH) as stabilization of signal (below ca 7.75 μm).  The
maximum of the Fano profile at ca. 7.75 μm coincides with
the beginning of the state of surface liquid as well.

4 Conclusion
The formation of surface layer on evaporating droplet

of suspension can lead to several resonance phenomena
observed in light scattering. This phenomena results in a
part from adjusting of distances of inclusions and their
structure to light wavelength. This can be observed and
measured with light scattering. Especially interesting
seems to be phenomena of Fano type visualizing the
creation of coherent scattering. We observed Fano
resonance during the stage of formation of surface, when
scattering on separate inclusions transforms into scattering
on rough surface of aggregate.

The narrow-band (in time/radius) scattering was
appearing when loose inclusions formed surface on the
droplet with their distances <x> close to the light
wavelength λ . At this stage of evaporation the surface
behaves similarly to a layered structure. This phenomenon
of enhancement of scattering can be called superscattering
[16, 17]. It can be understood as a synchronization of
(multiple) scattering on different inclusions (compare [5,
10]).The interference of superscattering with the broad
band (single) scattering on inclusions can lead to
interference and appearance of the Fano profile.
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